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Character Profile 
PERSONAL STATISTICS  
Name  
Sex  
Description (include hair and eye color, hair 
length, body type) 

 

Date of birth, age and place of birth  
Parents, siblings – names, appearances, ages, 
descriptions 

 

Marital status, children. (How old, etc)  
What is their family life like?  
Pets?  
What is their neighborhood like?  

 
 

What is in their wallet/purse that others would 
be surprised to find? 

 

Occupation (do they like their job? How long 
has this been their occupation?) 

 

Financial situation  
Future plans  

 
Education  
Religion  
Favorites and why:  

Color  
Season  
Holiday  
Weapon  
Sport  
Pastime  
Food  
Saying  
Curse word  
Music  



    

Room in the house  
Type of personality – strongest personality 
traits 

 

Weakest personality traits  
 

What bad habits do they have?  
 

Prejudices, dislikes, hates  
Needs of the character  

 
Ambitions/goals – what drives the character –      
3 short-term goals 

 

3 long-term goals  
 

What is standing in their way?  
 

How do they handle conflict?  
 

Possessions they value most  
Vehicle they drive  
Health  
Passions  
What is their philosophy on life?  

 
How do they feel about love?  

Crime?  
Have they traveled? Where?  
Criminal record?  
Special training?  
What happened in their past to make them who 
they are now? (divorce, abuse, love, cared for, 
pushed away, etc.) – 3 good things about their 
past 

 

3 haunting things about their past  
 
 

How does their past link to their pursuit of or 
reluctance to pursue their ambitions/goals? 

 



What kind of temperament do they have and 
why? Does it have to do with their past? 
What makes them nervous, why, and how do 
they react to nervousness? 
What do they fear, why, and how do they react 
to fear? 
What makes them feel safe, why, and how do 
they react to safe? 
What do they take for granted about their life? 
What do they appreciate about their life? 
How would they react to: 

Divorce 
Partner cheating 
Robbery 
Finding out someone loves them back 
Winning the lottery (do with money?) 
Being wronged some way? (forgive 
easily?) 
Change 
Monotony 

What kind of friends do they keep? Do they 
trust them, or have them for convenience? 

How will the story change them? 
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